
Laser cutting

Laser cutting is a machining process which aims to cut the matter according to a precise layout. 
This contactless technology provides extremely fine cuts on all materials, even the most fragile 
(pearl, sapphire or glass for example). 

LASEA’s micromachining systems include femtosecond lasers which have many advantages for cutting 
processes. For example, thanks to these ultra-short pulses, we can obtain smooth cutting edges with no 
streaks, burning or burrs.

To meet the high standards of the luxury and watchmaking industry, LASEA’s engineers designed 
the LS-Precess module. This product is easily placed on the optical path of LASEA machines and  
generates a precession movement of the laser beam. This movement allows the ability to cut a wide variety  
of materials with a cutting angle from 0° (20 x 20mm) to -5° (about 1 x 1 mm). To achieve this goal, the  
LS-Precess has a set of optics rapidly spinning up to 30,000 revolutions per minute.

Laser cutting is used for many parts such as watch movement components, springs, needles, dials sconces 
and other components requiring high precision cuts and a reliable quality.

Besides laser cutting, LASEA’s machines and modules are perfectly fit for many other applications in the 
watch industry: engraving, texturing, drilling or anti-counterfeit marking.

Cutting of an escapement 
wheel (diameter 5mm, 
thickness 200 µm, with 0° 
taper angle)

Second wheel under the 
Marcel Aubert microscope.

Butterfly microcutting 
compared to a match.
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The machines of LASEA allow cutting with 3, 5 or even 7 simultaneous axes  
(combining the 5 mechanical axes with the 2 optical axes).



Laser engraving is a fast and contactless machining process with perfectly mastered dimensions. 
It allows to reach levels of details that would be unthinkable with traditional machines, even on 
the most fragile materials. 

The fine engravings realized with LASEA’s machines do not create smudges nor do they damage the  
surface of the part and can be without taper angle thanks to the LS-Precess module. They can present  
fillets of only 20µm, and their depths are mastered with micron precision by the controlling software KYLA™.

The laser head LS-Scan, developed by LASEA, generates 3D-prints with complex profiles from STL files, for 
example. The engraving bottoms can be flat, rounded or even triangular.

LASEA laser machines are polyvalent and can easily perform several applications on the same laser, without 
having to change machines. Thus, after the engraving, it is possible to apply a decoration or a texturing on 
the part or in the engraving bottom. In the luxury watchmaking sector, the laser allows for the decoration 
of pieces such as watch dials, sapphire glasses or the creation of stamping presses and “clichés”. LASEA 
machines are also equipped with the latest technologies for vision systems in order to guarantee the posi-
tioning of the machining on finished parts, with a maximum field of 500x500mm.

LASEA machines and modules are not limited to laser engraving. There also allow for many other processes 
such as cutting, texturing, drilling or anti-counterfeit marking.

Laser engraving 
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Flat bottom engraving on 
a 25mm diameter nacre 
sample.

Round and triangular bot-
tom engraving on brass 
(width 200μm).

Flat bottom engraving on 
a zirconia watchcase. 
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The machines of LASEA allow engraving with 3, 5 or even 7 simultaneous axes  
(combining the 5 mechanical axes with the 2 optical axes).



Accurate and fast, laser technology allows to drill small holes with different geometries in  
various materials like glass, metals or even plastics. 

Laser is ideal for hard crystal drilling such as ruby and LASEA LS-machine can drill 50 µm diameter holes  
in a 320 µm thick ruby.  

The result of the process is without streaks, burns, smudges and zero or even negative conicity! 

In order to meet the luxury and watchmaking high expectations, LASEA engineers developed the  
LS-Precess module, which is easily installed on the optical path of  LASEA machines.  It gives the laser beam a  
precession movement which allows the drilling various materials with a adjustable kerf  from 0° (20x20 mm)  
to -5° (1x1 mm).  To get there, the LS-Precess has rotary optics which rotate at 30.000 rpm.    

On top of drilling, LASEA machines and beam management modules enables all types of applications in  
the watchmaking industry: engraving, texturing, cutting or anti-counterfeiting marking, etc.

Drilling of holes with 20 
µm diameter on 100 µm 
of stainless steel.

Zero taper hole in brass 
(diameter 500μm,  
material thickness 
200μm). 

 Drilling of the hole of 
an escapement wheel 
of 5mm diameter and 
200 µm thickness with 0° 
taper angle. 

Laser drilling
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The machines of LASEA allow drilling with 3, 5 or even 7 simultaneous axes  
(combining the 5 mechanical axes with the 2 optical axes).
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Laser texturing consists of decorating or functionalizing surfaces of all materials by engraving 
precisely and at high speed both simple and complex patterns. 

Thanks to femtosecond lasers, LASEA’s machines are capable of reproducing very complex structures  
with high aspect ratio, in three dimensions and in a reproducible way. The micrometric or even nanometric  
dimensions achieved allow to functionalize or decorate the material. Thus, cross furrows form micro  
pyramids to increase the light absorption coefficient of the material, making it intensely black. Circular  
grooves of 10 microns by 20 microns may give an effect of “perlage” or “Côtes de Genève” according to the 
path defined with the machining software KYLA™.

Laser texturing also allows to machine fragile or hard materials, and make complex decorations such as: 
sablage, bouchonnage, soleillage, colimaçonnage, satinage or other diffractive effects.

Besides texturing, LASEA’s machines and modules are ideal for many other applications in the watchmaking 
industry: cutting, engraving, drilling, or anti-counterfeit marking. The machines can also be equipped with 
the latest technology in vision systems to automatically recognize the part and adapt machining based on 
its position. Optionally, they are also able to integrate a pick and place robot that captures the part on the 
watchmaker tray and places it under the machining head for processing.

Côtes de Genève  
on silicon.

Laser texturing

Diffractive effect on a 
25mm diameter stainless 
steel sample.

Diffractive effect with 
complex geometry on 
stainless steel
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The machines of LASEA allow texturing with 3, 5 or even 7 simultaneous axes  
(combining the 5 mechanical axes with the 2 optical axes).


